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Reading guide

On your screen right now is an ebook. An ebook that has been written as ebook in ePub format. This
format is accessible by most e-readers, PCs, laptops, smartphones and tablets. In some cases you may
need a special application, which you can download from various app stores, usually free of charge.
If you have read ebooks before, you’ll probably already have such an app and you’ll have opened this
ebook using the app. For iOS we advise Apple iBooks, for Windows Adobe Digital Editions is a
good choice and for Android we advise Aldiko. You may find a full overview of popular appliances
and their ePub software here.

This book makes use of the advantages an ebook has over traditional printed books. For instance it
has many hyperlinks to web pages, to illustrative videos or to additional information on YouTube.
When you click on these links, your browser will open automatically. For this a reader with Internet
access is required.

Also you will find many internal links that enable easy navigation of the book. The links always
work. Pressing the ‘backwards’ key behind a bold-faced sales tweet lets you leap into the contents of
a chapter. Subsequently on that page you can leap into the chapter index with a simple press of that
same key again. You can view a chapter’s full content by clicking on the blue link text of the chapter
you wish to read. If you wish to read the ebook in its original page order, you’re better off using the
designated keys of your reader. When using a touchscreen, be sure to press on the links a little longer
in some applications so the links work properly.

The ebook has one more register. All the concluding sales(t)wits in this book can be found in
numerical order in the witindex according to the MCM P CMC diagram. By clicking on the
sales(t)wit’s number in this register, you will be directed to the chapter in which this sales(t)wit is
discussed. When you click on the number before a sales(t)wit in that chapter, you will return to the
witindex. Should your reader be unable to click back and forth between the sales(t)wit numbers in the
text and the numbers in the registers, it is advisable to remember the number you clicked. That way
you’ll still be able to find a particular sales(t)wit again. So clicking through the ebook with no more
information than the sales(t)wits themselves, is possible with the MCM P CMC diagram to guide you.

Some ebook reading applications, like Adobe Digital Editions, display a publisher’s ToC (Table of
Content) beside the text in the book. This ToC also is suitable for navigation of the book. Other
applications like iBooks and Aldiko enable book navigation and search using the application’s own
index. This also works well.

Important note on navigation and reading of this ebook: the bold-faced wits in this book are
concise summaries of the descriptive contents before.

http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EPUB


Foreword

It was at the early age of fifteen that I started my then part-time career as speaker, salesman and
entertainer at van Linschoten’s Bakery in the De Hoogstraat in Rotterdam. At the time I had no idea
that from then on the sales profession would mark my life. Now, forty years later I share my
experience and knowledge with tens of thousands of people around the world. All in the hope of them
learning from me and of them further developing the sales profession. Not all this knowledge is my
own. Training and instruction by teachers, experts in their field and scientists have helped me become
who I am and know what I know. In those forty years I educated and improved myself at well-
established, renowned institutes and many lesser-known, yet equally fine organisations.

What I am about to share with you is original and authentic. For what I give is the sum of all my
learning and forty years of sales experience. This knowledge has led to daily sales(t)wits on Twitter
and among other things this ebook. With the intention to inspire people and to point them in the right
direction. Many of my own pitfalls are discussed there so you don’t make the same mistakes. My
advice isn’t merely theoretical, but proven in real life and ready to apply. Anyone who has ever
learned from or worked in the sales profession will surely recognize the advice given.

The 73 sales(t)wits in this ebook are about the conversion of prospects into clients. Each one with an
explanation or example. The ebook does not claim to be complete, but I am certain that if you put my
tips to use, you will turn more prospects into clients.  

Do not hesitate to debate with me or to send me additional remarks. Just email me at salesdoctor I
also am still young enough to learn. Actually I learn from other people’s remarks every day. 

I wish you much pleasure in reading this ebook and lots of success afterwards in converting old and
new prospects into new clients!

salesdoctor_uk/us

  

Rein Aantjes

mailto:salesdoctor@outlook.com
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          Making a selection

(01) A new year starts with a new budget. The perfect moment for looking up old prospects that
bailed out before.
(02) In 4 weeks time you’ll visit more prospects, who also have more time for you, by keeping
regional holiday periods in mind.
(03) You can still visit prospects with a big ego if you’re a dominant salesperson, as long as your
ego isn’t bigger than theirs.

          Collecting information

(04) On your way to a sales talk? Look at your prospect’s vision of the future rather than at what
he’s busy doing now.
(05) You can come across dangerous competitors anywhere. Especially where you’re looking for
new prospects.
(06) There’s no reason at all to be nervous or insecure if you’re prepared for talks with prospects
or clients.
(07) The more you know about your prospect’s trade, the more likely he’ll buy from you.
Professional knowledge creates bonds.

          Making an appointment

(08) When a prospect says he’s not interested, that’s most probably due to the fact you weren’t
able to interest him.
(09) Only when you offer something extra will a prospect be interested in you. What you actually
deliver is less important.
(10) Errors in name or address in the letters you send will tell your clients and prospects what you
think of them.
(11) Maybe data suppliers and telecom providers are warmed by cold calling, callers and
prospects certainly aren’t anymore.
(12) Your chances of success are 5 times higher with prospects that speak to you directly than
those who’ll phone you back later.
(13) A preprogrammed sales talk lacks respect and won’t stand a chance as all your prospects and



contacts are different and unique.
(14) You won’t sell anything when your prospect has no time. So meet at the right moment and
create a relaxed atmosphere.
(15) Don’t talk about your product when arranging a meeting with your prospect, but show him the
profit you’re going to make him.
(16) As your clients and prospects are limited in time and they don’t need to be flexible, they
determine your time schedule.
(17) If your prospect knew exactly what he wanted, he wouldn’t have needed you to advise him
and would have ordered via the website.
(18) Regularly use your prospect’s name and the name of his firm in your sales talk. That way
he’ll know you’re talking about him. 

          Preparing conversation

(19) Knowledge lies at the basis of your success. Knowledge of your clients, prospects and their
sector, AND of your firm, yourself.
(20) Acquaint yourself with your prospect group’s purchase criteria. It’ll come in handy if your
first meeting turns out to be brief.
(21) When typifying prospects and clients or categorizing them with colours, make sure you’re a
good chameleon yourself.
(22) Late for a meeting with a prospect, makes a glum prospect, a prospect late for a meeting with
you means a cheerful prospect.
(23) 1/2 an hour of witty googling before a talk with a prospect will give you more useful info
than 3 1hour talks.
(24) Smoke an hour before a sales talk and you stand 50% chance your prospect thinks you smell
and 100% chance you actually do.
(25) When selling products or services you need to be able to show your prospect in figures how
he’s to benefit.
(26) Prospects who ask your advice have their preferences. That’s why knowledge of their line of
business and preparation are vital.
(27) Prospects only go to a new supplier as long as there are no risks involved. So first make sure
you can guarantee there are no risks.
(28) Surprise important clients’ contacts in a positive manner. Make sure your organisation knows
their names.

          Conversation

(29) Ask clients and prospects if you may take notes on the conversation. That makes what they
say important and more reliable.



(30) Consultative selling is what you’re into when prospects have even more valid purchase
motives after a conversation.
(31) Ask your prospect why he hasn’t bought from you before at the start of the conversation and
use the answer as a topic!
(32) Clients and prospects expect you to sell them something when you come calling. So don’t
disappoint them!
(33) Your prospects’ body language says something about their attitude. So keep an eye on this
throughout the conversation.
(34) Asking your prospect about his opinion will make a client out of him sooner than asking what
he thinks of your opinion.
(35) Answers a client may give you are not always the answers to your questions. Luckily you’ve
got check questions.
(36) Open questions in between like: "What do you think...?" prevent a prospect from saying later
on he had already lost you halfway.
(37) Only make price concessions in a face to face negotiation when your prospect immediately
decides to do business with you.
(38) It’s an advantage when prospects like you, but without your empathy it will never amount to
anything.
(39) Stop trying to interest your prospects once they’re prepared to purchase. Otherwise you may
blow the deal yet.
(40) Let your prospect do the slandering of your competitor i.e. his current supplier. The fact he
wants to talk to you says enough!
(41) Only use your laptop to show clients or prospects things you can only show with a laptop and
when they are sitting next to you.
(42) Your prospects seldom read documentation left behind or sent in advance. It’s better to read
with them during the conversation.
(43) Tell prospects who your back-up is and what will happen should something happen to you.
This creates trust in your organisation.
(44) Clients and prospects trust you if they share their private life with you. But, make sure you
leave yours at home!
(45) Thank clients and prospects who criticize you and your products or services. They’re
actually helping you.
(46) When a prospect misses an important moment in your presentation, go back to that point for
him and for yourself.
(47) Don’t go into defence mode when your prospect comes at you with useless arguments, instead
ask him why he thinks that way.
(48) Simply ask your prospect what would make him or her decide to switch to your services.
(49) With a procurement officer you discuss the best terms, whereas with a prospect you look for



the best solution first.
(50) Avoid mentioning all those objections that everyone mentions to you, if your prospect doesn’t
mention these himself.
(51) When a prospect appears to be uninterested, it doesn’t go to say he isn’t interested. He may
just be pretending.
(52) The kindest prospects are the most difficult decision makers. So confirm what you’ve agreed
on and repeat this again and again.

          Making a proposal

(53) You can count on lots of extra needs and demands from a prospect who does everything to be
liked.
(54) When you know the prospect’s budget before making a proposal, you’ll end up discussing
less about prices. So ask about it!
(55) Your prospect’s critical remarks on your offer are easily foiled by emphasizing your unique
strong points.
(56) Your prospect is not only looking for a solution, but also for an expert salesperson to find that
solution.
(57) Prospects love it when you recognise their objections first. The trick is turning those into
arguments to purchase.
(58) Not unless you don’t succeed in quantifying their return on investment will prospects think
you’re too expensive.
(59) Client and future geared salesmen put down in writing all agreements with clients and
prospects. You never know...
(60) You get to plan most of your tasks yourself. Except sales tasks. Your prospects plan those for
you.
(61) A salesperson sells when his prospects are awake. He does his preparation and completion
when his prospects are asleep.
(62) Email your prospect a report within 24 hours of your conversation and grab the opportunity to
add relevant information.

          Closing a deal

(63) Exceptionally good salespeople do not only make fine conversation with prospects, they also
land the most orders!
(64) Mentioning your well filled pipeline only helps when you occupy yourself with the
conversion of prospects to clients.
(65) He who plans ahead and sets dates together with his prospect, will prevent purchase decision
postponement.



(66) If your prospect wants extras, ask for something in return. For a good deal is always a
balance between supply and demand. 
(67) He who uses information from earlier talks with his prospect, makes his proposal made to
measure and himself more successful.
(68) When your prospect doesn’t have the answers due to not being able to confer, it means you’re
sitting at the wrong table.
(69) When a prospect bails out because it’s too expensive, he really means the advantages of
buying haven’t gotten through to him.
(70) Prospects who say no to your propositions actually mean to say you haven’t found their
purchase motives yet.
(71) Contrary to what you may believe, according to your prospects, only 15% of your offers are
declined due to price.
(72) Phoning your prospects after delivery and finding out your sales arguments were right, means
you’ve won another loyal client.
(73) Having a meal with the prospect that bailed out, could turn out to be a very useful ‘self-
investment’.



Preface

This ebook will help you improve your conversations with prospects*. By using the tips, you will
certainly increase your conversion. However, I know many salesmen* who had very good
conversations with prospects and still didn’t succeed. If you want to land that order on time, you’ll
need to have the right knowledge and skills. So be aware that reading this book and using the tips,
doesn’t mean you’re there yet. Because...

(63) Exceptionally good salespeople do not only make fine conversation with prospects, they
also land the most orders!   ⇐

* To make reading this ebook easy, I often use the word salesman, i.e. the male version. It goes without saying that in doing so I am referring to
saleswomen as well as salesmen. The prospect named Mr. Johnson further on in this book is purely fictitious.



Approaching prospects is harder than you may think.

So you’ve made a list of prospects and have just decided to approach them? Obviously you decide to
pick up the phone and start phoning. If you’re lucky, you’ll speak to someone and if you’re very lucky
that someone is also the person you’re looking for. If this person has enough time, you may even be
allowed to ask a question! Subsequently, the answer to your question whether the prospect wants to
discuss your offer will be: “No thank you, we’re really not interested...”

Depressing, for of course you know better. Otherwise this organisation wouldn’t be on your list of
prospects. Don’t wonder what’s the matter, but consider this…

(08) When a prospect says he’s not interested, that’s most probably due to the fact you
weren’t able to interest him! ⇐

Every prospect, however grumpy, is interested in matters that will benefit him or his business in the
field of cost reduction or turnover growth. To attract his attention, you’ll have to show him that further
contact with you will benefit him. Also, the more precise you can be, the more precise his interest
will be! So it’s preferable to say: “Mr. Johnson, I guarantee you that after my visit you will know how
to spend 1000 Euros less on office accessories and furthermore how you will achieve a time
reduction for your secretaries of at least 2 hours a week per secretary.” Instead of: “Mr. Johnson our
online supply system will save you lots of money and time.” That’s because... 

(09) Only when you offer something extra will a prospect be interested in you. What you
actually deliver is less important. ⇐

Promising or guaranteeing something is one thing, but you won’t be going anywhere if it appears your
prospect doesn’t believe you after your visit. Worse than that, don’t count on going back to this
prospect for the time being! So, you’ll have to prove to your prospects that you are very
knowledgeable. Not just of your own products, but also of your prospects’ products and their lines of
business. Only then will you be able to serve prospects as a true advisor and convince them you’re
right. Besides that, you won’t be viewed as an advisor when you have the word consultant on your
business card, but when you provide valid reasons that help your prospect along...

(30) Consultative selling is what you’re into when prospects have even more valid purchase
motives after a conversation. ⇐

• I found this video on YouTube in which Keith Rosen really hits the nail on the head.       How to capture a prospect's proposal 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVvhvAyLbZk&feature=relmfu


Make an efficient job of it.

Let’s go back to that moment at which you decided to approach prospects. Your goal was to deliver
your prospects what they really want and you prepared yourself well. Now all you need to collect are
some names, addresses and phone numbers, and you’re all set to go. I wish it were that easy. While
approaching prospects all sorts of things can go wrong and I know plenty of salesmen that quitted
after four attempts. Their contact had left the firm, the phone number had been changed, a certain Mr.
appeared to be a Mrs, or the firm was closed for a three week holiday... All a big waste of time and
effort that you would have been better off putting into improving the relationship with your current
clients. However, with a couple of handy tips you’ll beat inefficiency and approach more prospects in
less time! 

For example, sometimes it can be helpful to send some information beforehand to tickle your
prospect’s curiosity. Then he’ll be expecting you to contact him and be more prepared to talk to you.
When applying such tactics, bear this in mind...

(10) Errors in name or address in the letters you send will tell your clients and prospects
what you think of them. ⇐

Of course you can also decide to seek direct contact with prospects in an attempt to get them
interested. In sales jargon this is called ‘cold calling’. In that case make sure you know the name, the
job title and direct number of the person you want to talk to. For, the question: “Could you put me
through to the person responsible for...?” really gets people’s hairs on end...

(11) Maybe data suppliers and telecom providers are warmed by cold calling; callers and
prospects certainly aren’t anymore. ⇐

The moment you seek contact, is very important for an efficient working manner. Because your
chances of success will be highest when you choose the right moment and when the prospect has time
to talk to you. When you interrupt prospects on their direct number when they really don’t have the
time and are in conversation with someone else, you will lower your chances by 99%! So always ask
the prospect whether you’re phoning at the right moment. When the prospect shows so much as an
ounce of hesitation, move on to the question which day and which time is appropriate. Never let a
prospect phone you, for then you’ll end up at the bottom of his To Do list...

(12) Your chances of success are 5 times higher with prospects that speak to you directly
than those who’ll phone you back later. ⇐

You’ve finally got that prospect on the phone and he’s even got time for you. You know exactly how to
begin and hardly even need your script. Wrong! Of course you won’t be working with a script. After
all you can expect a good salesperson to listen well and to ask the right questions using the answers to
the right questions and using the answers he gets to the previous question. Remember that two
answers to the very same open question will never be the same. For...



(13) A preprogrammed sales talk lacks respect and won’t stand a chance as all your
prospects and contacts are different and unique. ⇐

External factors can also effect the chance of speaking to a prospect soon. A sudden takeover and
economic issues or crises, are good examples. When times are uncertain organisations and people are
usually insusceptible to change. Actually that’s why I’ve put many prospects on hold in my forty years
of sales experience. Often the disappointing results in the first half year and the following cutbacks
were the cause. In situations like these make sure that delay doesn’t become permanent. Soon you can
approach prospects again who bailed out earlier due to them being faced with cutbacks halfway into
the year... 

(01) A new year starts with a new budget. The perfect moment for looking up old prospects
that bailed out before. ⇐

Of course you also want to approach new prospects when you have more time on your hands.
Otherwise it may cost you current clients or would be clients. Holiday periods are an ideal time!
Don’t think all of your new prospects will be on holiday then. Have a look at this...

(02) In 4 weeks time you’ll visit more prospects, who also have more time for you by keeping
regional holiday periods in mind. ⇐

Yet, there are no certainties in life. Even when you’ve taken into account with the above said and
what you’ve come up with yourself, it can still go wrong 5 minutes before the conversation you had
planned. Something’s popped up that is more urgent for the prospect (which easily happens...), the
office next door is being renovated, your prospect’s secretary tells you she has to rush off home
because the children are off school all of a sudden... These and dozens of other unforeseen
circumstances may arise. Many salespeople then make the mistake of giving as much information as
possible in a limited amount of time. Even while the prospect is packing his briefcase. That’s not
going to work though. Don’t cram everything into a short talk. Instead...

(14) You won’t sell anything when your prospect has no time. So meet at the right moment
and create a relaxed atmosphere. ⇐

• Some years ago I visited a conference in the US, where among others well known international top speaker Frank Furness was giving a talk. He has his
own way of reaching prospects. How to make appointments. How to make appointments  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP0v3THpUOM


You need to grasp this

Nearly all successful salespeople tend to show extremely dominant behaviour. Besides having an air
of self-assurance about them (often taken for arrogance), they love to be in control of the conversation
as well as take the initiative. However there are prospects who, although working in procurement can
be equally dominant. In that case successful salespeople can distinguish themselves from prospects
with their ability to place themselves in the background. So adjust your behaviour in order to maintain
that pleasant atmosphere and your prospect’s natural behaviour...

(03) You can still visit prospects with a big ego if you’re a dominant salesperson, as long as
your ego isn’t bigger than theirs. ⇐

Imagine returning from a visit to a recently acquired client, who has happily shown you that the
product you sold him meets his original expectations. He has praised you abundantly for the quick
delivery and for the fact that your product is still working perfectly. You may be tempted to apply this
client’s positive remarks about this product to the way you make contact with your next prospect.
Don’t make that mistake! Earlier results do not guarantee future success, is what the prospect may
think. Furthermore, your prospect will be sure to view things different than that satisfied client...

(15) Don’t talk about your product when arranging a meeting with your prospect, but show
him the profit you’re going to make him. ⇐

Here it’s not so important whether your calculations match your prospect’s situation one hundred
percent. For he will understand that you do not yet know his figures. He’ll most probably apply your
maths to his very own situation. That’s why you’re better of keeping your calculations on the
conservative side than being too optimistic. It is more important that the prospect trusts you and that
you’re capable of interesting him. A reliable calculation will show your prospect that you understand
his line of business and his firm. Knowledge of the facts lies at the basis. Don’t overrate this
knowledge, because your prospect always knows more about his line of business than you...

(19) Knowledge lies at the basis of your success. Knowledge of your clients, prospects and
their sector. AND of your firm, yourself. ⇐

When you know your prospect’s sector, i.e. line of business, then you’ll also know what made earlier
prospects fall for you and become clients. A new prospect on the other hand, will be reluctant at first
when he hears you talk and will certainly ask you to keep it brief. Therefore you need to tickle his
curiosity in the first minutes of conversation, in order to convince him to give you more time...

(20) Acquaint yourself with your prospect group’s purchase criteria. It’ll come in handy if
your first meeting turns out to be brief. ⇐

Obviously you’re smart enough to check these three criteria piece by piece with him and to only



elaborate on those he says are important to him. Remember he already said he had little time and that
counts even more for information that he finds irrelevant!

Your prospect’s time is valuable. You certainly won’t be the first salesperson to hear halfway during
the conversation, after the prospect takes a look at the clock: “Very well, my dear consultant, what are
you getting at?” Which, by the way doesn’t mean the prospect doesn’t know that already...

(32) Clients and prospects expect you to sell them something when you come calling. So
don’t disappoint them! ⇐

As you know, not all prospects are the same. One prospect once became so interested in what I had to
say and in my information, that I started to run out of time! Although it’s dangerous to put people in
boxes, it can prove to be useful to adapt your conversation strategy to the type of prospect sitting
opposite you. For that purpose I sometimes use Jung’s theory on colour categorizing...

(21) When typifying prospects and clients or categorizing them with colours, make sure
you’re a good chameleon yourself. ⇐

• Many personality categorizations are based on the theories of the famous psychologist Carl Gustav Jung You can read about colour categorization based
on his theories on www.insights.com (you can also find out your own colour here!) or you can look up ‘insights wheel’ on the Internet.

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Gustav_Jung
http://www.insights.com
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